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Preface

Microscopy is definitely one of key techniques and growing its important role in science and technology. Particularly, in East-Asia region, the rapid development in industries has been closely linking with the advancement of pure and applied sciences related to microscopy. Therefore, it is timely important to organize a forum for the exchange of scientific and technological information on the development and applications of advanced and emerging techniques of microscopy with regard to life and materials sciences. The four microscopy societies of Japan, China, Korea and Taiwan have decided to hold the East-Asia Microscopy Conference (EAMC) under the auspice of the Committee of Asia-Pacific Societies for Microscopy (CAPSM), a member of the International Federation of Societies for Microscopy (IFSM). The first meeting of the EAMC1 was held in Chongqing, China on 15 – 18 October 2013. Based on the successful results of the EAMC1, the 2nd East-Asia Microscopy Conference (EAMC2) is held in Himeji, Hyogo, Japan on 24 – 27 November 2015.

Following the tradition, the EAMC2 has a combination of lectures and posters. It covers most aspects of advanced development in the techniques of microscopy and their applications to life and materials sciences. Particular emphasis is placed on the four plenary lectures by the world leading experts from Japan, China, Korea and Taiwan, and the poster presentations by the selected young scientists. The sessions include as follows.

- Session P  Plenary Lectures
- Session A  Advanced Development in Instrumentation
- Session B1-1  Advanced Techniques (TEM/STEM)
- Session B1-2  In-Situ (TEM/STEM)
- Session B1-3  SEM (includes FIB/SEM)
- Session B1-4  X-ray Microscopy
- Session B2-1  Nano-materials
- Session B2-2  Structural Materials
- Session B2-3  Functional Materials
- Session C1  Histology and Cell Biology
- Session C2  Biology of Plants and Microorganisms
- Session C3  3-dimmensional Electron Microscopy
- Session C4  Super-resolved Fluorescence Microscopy
- Session C5  Molecular Labeling
- Session C6  Connectmics
- Poster Session

More than 139 lectures and 136 posters were submitted to the scientific sessions of EAMC2, and over 300 people attended the conference.

On behalf of the Organizing Committee of EAMC2, we would like to express our deep appreciation to the enormous efforts made by the Japanese Society of Microscopy (JSM), Chinese Electron Microscopy Society (CEMS), Korean Society of Microscopy (KSM) and Microscopy Society of Taiwan (MST). We also acknowledge gratefully the support for the exhibition of microscope manufacture companies such as JEOL, Hitachi, FEI, and so many others from the world. Finally, we would also express our thanks all of participants and cooperative organizations in Himeji. It would be difficult to make the EAMC2 fruitful without the active participation of those who concerned.

Kazuo Furuya
Chair of EAMC2
Syo Matsumura
Chair of Scientific Program (Materials Science)
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PLENARY LECTURE

P1 Structure-Guided Drug Development Based on Cryo-Electron Microscopy
Yoshinori Fujiyoshi. Graduate School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Nagoya University / Cellular and Structural Physiology Institute, Nagoya University

P2 Atom Probe Tomography (APT) Combined with In-situ TEM : 3D Analysis for Electronic Memory Device Technology
J. H. Lee1,3, W. Y. Jeong1 and C. G. Park1,2. 1Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Pohang University of Science and Technology (POSTECH), 2National Institute for Nanomaterials Technology, POSTECH, 3Semiconductor Division, Samsung Electronics

P3 Neural Circuits for Pain Modulation in the Central Nervous System
Yun-Qing Li. Department of Anatomy, Histology and Embryology and KK Leung Brain Research Centre, School of Basic Medical Sciences, The Fourth Military Medical University

P4 Coherent Electron Tomography: Dynamics and Shape of Nanomaterials at Atomic Resolution
F-R. Chen1, L-G. Chen1, D. Van Dyck2, A. Kirkland3 and C. Kisielowski4. 1National Tsing-Hua University, 2University of Antwerp, EMAT, Department of Physics, 3Department of Materials Science, Oxford University, 4The Molecular Foundry and Joint Center for Artificial Photosynthesis, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

ORAL SESSION

A: Advanced Development in Instrumentation

A1 Development of an Aberration Corrected 1.2-MV Holography Electron Microscope
Hiroyuki Shinada1, Toshiaki Tanigaki2, Tetsuya Akashi2, Yoshiro Takahashi2, Tadao Furutsu1, Tomokazu Shimakura1, Takeshi Kawasaki1, Keigo Kasuya1, Nobuyuki Osakabe1 and Akira Tonomura1,2. 1Research & Development Group, Hitachi, Ltd., 2RIKEN Center for Emergent Matter Science (CEMS)

A2 Installation of Bio-High Voltage Electron Microscope at Korea Basic Science Institute

A3 Near-Atomic Resolution Single Particle Analysis with the Volta Phase Plate
Radostin Danev, Maryam Khoshouei and Wolfgang Baumeister. Max Planck Institute of Biochemistry

A4 Correlative Light and Electron Microscopy in Cell Biology
Céline Loussert Fonta, Caroline Kizilyaparak, Jean Daraspe, Willy Blanchard and Bruno M. Humbel. Electron Microscopy Facility, University of Lausanne
B1-1: Advanced Techniques (TEM/STEM)

• B11-O-01 Atomic-Scale STEM Characterization of Grain Boundaries in Oxides
  Yuichi Ikuhara1,2,3, Ryo Ishikawa1, Tsubasa Nakagawa1, Eita Tochigi1, Tetsuya Tohei1 and Naoya Shibata1.
  1Institute of Engineering Innovation, School of Engineering, The University of Tokyo, 2Nanostructures Research Laboratory, Japan Fine Ceramics Center, 3Advanced Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku University.

• B11-O-02 Mapping Valance and Coordination by Monochromated STEM EELS
  He Tian.
  State Key Laboratory of Silicon Materials and School of Materials Science & Engineering, Zhejiang University.

• B11-O-03 Quantification of Oxygen Vacancies in Nanostructured Oxides by TEM Techniques: Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy and Negative Cs Imaging
  Daniel G. Stroppa1,2.
  1International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory, 2Ernst Ruska Centre, Forschungszentrum Jülich.

• B11-O-04 Atomic-Resolution STEM-EDS Investigation of Grain Boundary Solute Segregation Behavior in Yttria-Stabilized Zirconia
  Bin Feng1, Tatsuya Yokoi1, Akihito Kumamoto1, Masato Yoshiya2, Yuichi Ikuhara1,4 and Naoya Shibata1.
  1Institute of Engineering Innovation, The University of Tokyo, 2Department of Adaptive Machine System, Osaka University, 3Nanostructure Research Laboratory, Japan Fine Ceramics Center, 4WPI Advanced Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku University.

• B11-O-05 Role of Defect as a Diffusion Barrier for Carriers in InGaN/GaN Quantum Wells
  Mi-Hyang Sheen1, Sung-Dae Kim1, Jong-Hwan Lee1, Hyun-Ju Kim1, Jong-In Shim2 and Young-Woon Kim1.
  1Research institute of Advanced Materials, Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Seoul National University, 2Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering, Hanyang University.

• B11-O-06 Depth-Resolution Imaging of Crystalline Nano Clusters Using Aberration-Corrected TEM
  Jun Yamasaki1, Akihiko Hirata2, Yoshihiko Hirotsu2, Kaori Hirahara2 and Nobuo Tanaka2.
  1Research Center for Ultra-High Voltage Electron Microscopy, Osaka University, 2Advanced Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku University, 3Institute of Scientific and Industrial Research, Osaka University, 4Department of Mechanical Engineering, Osaka University, 5EcoTopia Science Institute, Nagoya University.

• B11-O-07 Electron Tomography Observation of Dislocation Morphology near Surfaces of Mo (001) Thin Foils
  Satoshi Hata1, Makoto Shimizu1, Ken-ichi Ikeda1 and Hideharu Nakashima1.
  1Kyushu University, 2Hokkaido University.

• B11-O-08 Rapid 3D Reconstruction in the EDS Tomography by Using Iterative Series Reduction (ISER) Method
  Yoshitaka Aoyama, Hideo Nishioka and Yukihito Kondo.
  JEOL Ltd.

• B11-O-09 In-situ High Resolution TEM on Sub-10nm Materials
  Litao Sun.
  SEU-FEI Nano-Pico Center, Joint Research Institute of Southeast University and Monash University, Collaborative Innovation Center for Micro/Nano Fabrication, Device and System, Southeast University.

• B11-O-10 In situ Atomic Scale Mechanical Microscopy
  Xiaodong Han1 and Ze Zhang1,2.
  1Beijing Key Laboratory and Institute of Microstructure and Property of Advanced Materials, Beijing University of Technology, 2Department of Materials Science & Engineering, Zhejiang University.
B11-O-11  Atomic-Scale Tracking Cation Diffusion in Lithium Manganese Oxide
Peng Gao1, Ryo Ishikawa1, Eita Tochigi1, Akihito Kumamoto1, Naoya Shibata1 and Yuichi Ikuhara1,2. 1Institute of Engineering Innovation, The University of Tokyo, 2Nanostructures Research Laboratory, Japan Fine Ceramics Center

B11-O-12  Development of Hollow Cone Dark Field Environmental Electron Microscopy and Their Biological Application

B11-O-13  A New Atomic Scale EMCD Measurement Scheme by STEM-EELS under 3-beam Diffraction Condition
Shunsuke Muto1, Jan Rusz2, Jakob Spiegelberg2 and Kazuyoshi Tatsumi1. 1Electron Nanoscopy Section, Advanced Measurement Technology Center, Institute for Materials and Systems for Sustainability, Nagoya University, 2Department of Physics and Astronomy, Uppsala University

B11-O-14  Coherences of Spin-Polarized and Pulsed Electron Beam Extracted from a Semiconductor Photocathode in TEM
Makoto Kuwahara1,2, Kensuke Sameshima1, Kota Aoki1, Hidefumi Asano2, Toru Ujihara1, Koh Saitoh1,2 and Nobuo Tanaka1. 1EcoTopia Science Institute, Nagoya University, 2Graduate School of Engineering, Nagoya University

B11-O-15  Simultaneous Realization of Foucault Imaging and Small Angle Electron Diffraction by Conventional TEM
Hiroshi Nakajima1, Atsushi Kotani1, Yui Ishii1, Ken Harada1,2 and Shigeo Mori1. 1Department of Materials Science, Osaka Prefecture University, 2Research and Development Group, Hitachi Ltd.

B11-O-16  The Design of a Compact Cs Corrector for Desktop Electron Microscope
Wei-Yu Chang and Fu-Rong Chen. Department of Engineering and System Science, National Tsing Hua University

B11-O-17  Development and Deployment of a New Drift Compensation Software for STEM Image Acquisition
Hiromitsu Furukawa, Miyoko Shimizu and Hidetaka Fukushima. SYSTEM IN FRONTIER INC.

B12-O-01  In-Situ TEM Observation of Electrochemical Process
Yoshifumi Oshima. School of Materials Science, Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology

B12-O-02  Observation of Dominant Diffusion Path of Copper in the Electrically Biased Interconnects Using in-situ TEM
Young-Hwa Oh, Seung-Yong Lee, Tae-Young Ahn, Miyoung Kim and Young-Woon Kim. Seoul National University

B12-O-03  In Situ TEM Study of Nanostructural and Transport Property Changes in Phase-Change Memory
Ruwen Shao1, Kun Zheng1,2 and Xiaodong Han1,2. 1Institute of Microstructure and Properties of Advanced Materials, Beijing University of Technology, 2Beijing Key Laboratory of Microstructure and Property of Advanced Material, Beijing University of Technology, 3Materials Engineering, The University of Queensland

B12-O-04  Controlling Experimental Conditions in Advanced in-situ S/TEM Experiments
Joerg R. Jinschek1, Eric Van Cappellen1 and Alex Bright1. 1FEI Company, Eindhoven, 2FEI Company Hillsboro, 3FEI Company, Tokyo

B12-O-05  Towards Dynamic Electron Holographic Analysis of Solid State Electrochemical Devices at Operating Condition
Kentaro Soma1, Stan Konings1, Genki Kobayashi1 and Seiji Takeda1. 1Institute of Scientific and Industrial Research, Osaka University, 2FEI Company, 3Institute for Molecular Science
B12-O-06 Phase Change Behavior of Ge-Sb-Te Based Chalcogenide Investigated by In-situ Electrical Probing Transmission Electron Microscopy

Jin-Soo Oh, Byeong-Seon An, Tae-Hoon Kim and Cheol-Woong Yang. School of Advanced Material Science & Engineering, Sungkyunkwan University..................i21

B12-O-07 Self-Relaxed Conductive Filament in ReRAM Analyzed by In-situ TEM and Atom Probe Tomography

B. G. Chae1, K. J. Baek1, J. H. Song1, H. S. Hwang1, S. H. Oh1, J. B. Seol1 and C. G. Park1,2, 1Department of Materials Science and Engineering, POSTECH, 2National Institute for Nanomaterials Technology..............................i22

B12-O-08 Microstructural Investigation of Multi-Level Resistive Switching Behavior in Multi-Layered Pt/TaOx Using In-situ TEM

Seong-II Kim, Seung-Pyo Hong and Young-Woon Kim. Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Seoul National University .................................................................................................i22

B12-O-09 Lorentz TEM Observation of Magnetic Bubbles in Manganites

A. Kotani1, H. Nakajima1, K. Harada1,2, Y. Ishii1 and S. Mori1. 1Department of Materials Science, Osaka Prefecture University, 2Hitachi Ltd............................................i23

B12-O-10 Water Enhanced Electron Beam Nano-Lithography of Metal Oxides

Yue Lu1, Wen-Qiang Ding1, Zhen-Hua Zhang1, Tsu-Wei Huang1, Shih-Yi Liu1, Man-Ling Sui and Fu-Rong Chen2. 1Institute of Microstructure and Properties of Advanced Materials, Beijing University of Technology, 2Department of Engineering and System Science, National Tsing Hua University ...........................................i23

B12-O-11 Development of Self-Designed Liquid Holder and Wet-Cell Chips for TEM Applies to Analysis the Precipitation of Calcium Carbonate

Shih-Chi Lin, T. W. Huang and Fu-Rong Chen. Department of Engineering and System Science, National Tsing Hua University.........................................................................................................i24

B12-O-12 In-Situ Observation of Photo-Catalytic Reactions for Platinum Loaded Titanium Dioxide in Liquid Environmental TEM

Kai-Lin Peng, T. W. Huang and Fu-Rong Chen. Engineering and System Science Department/National Tsing Hua University.........................................................................................................i24

B12-O-13 In-situ TEM Observation of Biological Specimen in Liquid Cells

Goshu Tamura1,2, See Wee Chee1, Duane Loh1, Utkur Mirsaidov2,3 and Paul Matsudaira1,2, 1Mechanobiology Institute (MBI), National University of Singapore (NUS), 2Centre for Bio-Imaging Sciences (CBIS), Department of Biological Sciences, Faculty of Science, National University of Singapore (NUS), 3Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, National University of Singapore (NUS).................................................................................................i25

B12-O-14 Size-Controllable Fabrication and Dynamic Evolution of Faceted Nanopores in Magnesium

Jianbo Wang, He Zheng, Shujing Wu, Fan Cao, Shuangfeng Jia, Huaping Sheng and Lei Li. School of Physics and Technology, Center for Electron Microscopy, MOE Key Laboratory of Artificial Micro- and Nano-structures, and Institute for Advanced Studies, Wuhan University.................................................................................................i25

B12-O-15 In Situ Observation of Pt Silicide Formation at Pt/SiOx Interface Under Electron Irradiation

T. Nagase1,2, R. Yamashita2 and J. -G. Lee1, 1Research Center for Ultra-High-Voltage Electron Microscopy, Osaka University, 2Division of Materials and Manufacturing Science, Graduate School of Engineering, Osaka University, 3Powder & Ceramics Division, Korea Institute of Materials Science ..................................................i26

B12-O-16 Importance of Spatial and Time Resolution of Camera for In-situ Experiments in TEM

Koji Inoke. Gatan Inc.................................................................i26

B12-O-17 Microsecond Time-Scale In Situ Observations of Electron-Irradiation-Induced Crystallization in an Amorphous Antimony Nanoparticle by Ultra-High Voltage Electron Microscopy

H. Yasuda. Research Center for Ultra-High Voltage Electron Microscopy, Osaka University.................................................................................................i27
B12-O-18  Insight into the Deformation Behavior of Spinodal Nanostructured δ-Ferrite in a 2205 Duplex Stainless Steel
Jer-Ren Yang1, Yi-Chieh Hsieh1, Ling Zhang2, Takahito Ohmura1 and Takuya Suzuki2. 1Department of Materials Science and Engineering, National Taiwan University, 2College of Materials Science and Engineering, Chongqing University, 3National Institute for Materials Science .................................................................i27

B12-O-19  Real-Time Atomistic Observation of the Mechanical Deformations in Au Nanostructures
He Zheng1, Jianbo Wang1, Shuangfeng Jia1, Huaping Sheng1 and Scott X Mao2. 1School of Physics and Technology, Center for Electron Microscopy, MOE Key Laboratory of Artificial Micro- and Nano-structures, and Institute for Advanced Studies, Wuhan University, 2Department of Mechanical Engineering & Materials Science, University of Pittsburgh .................................................................i28

B12-O-20  In-situ Observation and Chemical Analyses Under High Gas Pressure Conditions Using Aberration Corrected 300 kV Microscope with Gas-Cell Type Specimen Holder
Ichiro Ohnishi, Eiji Okunishi, Yu Jimbo, Takeo Sasaki, Hidetaka Sawada, Toshihiro Suzuki and Yukihito Kondo. JEOL Ltd. .................................................................................................................................i28

B12-O-21  Development of High Pressure Gas Environmental Cell and its Application to Hydrogen Reaction
H. Nagakura1, T. Wakasugi1, K. Ohkubo1, T. Tanida1, T. Endo1, S. Isobe2, Y. Wang2, N. Hashimoto1 and S. Ohnuki1. 1Graduate School of Engineering, Hokkaido University, 2Creative Research Institution, Hokkaido University .................................................................................................................................i29

B12-O-22  Development of in situ TEM Techniques for Characterization of Energy-Related Nanomaterials
Toshie Yaguchi1, Keiji Tamura1, Takashi Kubo1, Yasuhira Nagakubo1, Hiroaki Matsumoto1, Takahiro Shimizu2 and Takeo Kamino3. 1Hitachi High-Technologies Corporation, 2Japan Automobile Research Institute, 3Fuel Cell Nanomaterials Research Center, University of Yamanashi ......i29

B12-O-23  Reduction of Hematite by Ceramics in TEM
N. Ishikawa1, T. Kimura1, M. Takeguchi1, T. Aizawa2 and T. Inami2. 1National Institute for Materials Science (NIMS), 2Faculty of Engineering, Ibaraki University .................................................................................................................................i30

B12-O-24  In-situ Observation of Temperature Dependent Nanomorphology-Performance Relations in Emitting Layer of OLEDs by TEM
Young-Tae Kim1, Young-Hoon Kim1, Jae-Bok Seo1, Tae-Woo Lee1 and Chan-Gyung Park1,2. 1Department of Material Science and Engineering, Pohang University of Science and Technology (POSTECH), 2National Institute for Nanomaterials Technology (NINT), POSTECH .................................................................................................................................i30

B12-O-25  Development of MEMS Based Heater for In Situ TEM
Meng-Ju Tsai, Fan-Gang Tseng and Fu-Rong Chen. Department of Engineering and System Science, National Tsing Hua University .................................................................................................i31

B1-3: SEM (includes FIB/SEM)

B13-O-01  High Spatial/Energy Resolution Cathodoluminescence Spectroscopy: Powerful Tool for Precise Characterization of Nanostructures
Xuewen Fu, Zhimin Liao and Dapeng Yu. Department of Physics, Laboratory for Nanostructures and Low-dimensional Physics, Peking University .................................................................................................................................i31

B13-O-02  Electron Channeling Contrast Imaging: A Powerful Technique to Quantitative Microstructure Characterization in the SEM
Ivan Gutierrez-Urrutia. Research Center for Strategic Materials, National Institute for Materials Science ..............i32
B13-O-03  A High Sensitivity and High Responsivity Pin Diode Detector Design for a Backscattering Electron Detection of SEM

Yi-Hsiang Chien¹, Yun-Ju Chuang², Chih-Hao Lee¹ and Fu-Rong Chen¹. ¹Department of Engineering and System Science, National Tsing Hua University, ²Department of Biomedical Engineering, Ming Chuan University......i32

B13-O-04  Fabrication of High Energy Resolution Silicon Drift Detector for Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectrometer

Yu-Chao Ma¹, Chiao-Chun Hsu¹, Fan-Gang Tseng¹, Chih-Hao Lee¹, Yun-Ju Chuang² and Fu-Rong Chen¹. ¹Department of Engineering and System Science, National Tsing Hua University, ²Department of Biomedical Engineering, Ming Chuan University.............................................................i33

B13-O-05  Low Voltage EDS for Sub-10nm Spatial Resolution Elemental Characterization in FE-SEM

Simon Burgess and Xiaobing Li. Oxford Instruments Nanoanalysis.........................................................i33

B13-O-06  Evolution of Texture in 6016 Aluminum Alloy During Processing

Zhihong Jia¹, Jinyue Xie¹, Zhang Wen¹, Qing Liu¹ and PiZhi Zhao¹. ¹College of Materials Science and Engineering, Chongqing University, ²Department of Fabrication Process and Technology for Aluminum Alloys, Suzhou Research Institute for Nonferrous Metals...........................................................................i34

B13-O-07  Dual-Phase Steel Structure Visualized by Fast, Slow and Extremely Slow Electrons

Sarka Mikmekova and Katsumi Yamada. Steel Research Laboratory, JFE Steel Corporation............................i34

B13-O-08  In-situ Observation of Microstructure Changes at Higher Temperature with Forward Scatter Electron Images Formed by EBSD Pattern Signal

Tatsuya Fukino and Seiichi Suzuki. TSL Solutions K. K.................................................................................i35

B13-O-09  Multi-Dimensional Quantification of Dislocation Substructure by SEM Electron Channeling Contrast Imaging Method

Shigeto Yamasaki, Masatoshi Mitsuhara, Satoshi Hata and Hideharu Nakashima. Faculty of Engineering Sciences, Kyushu University..................................................................................i35

B13-O-10  Low Energy Secondary Electron Imaging for Various Semiconductors Using Fountain Detector

Takashi Sekiguchi¹,², Hideo Iwai¹, Toshihide Agemura¹ and Takashi Kimura¹. ¹National Institute for Materials Science (NIMS), ²Graduate School of Pure and Applied Sciences, University of Tsukuba..........................................................i36


Kaoru Sato¹, Masayasu Nagoshi² and Tomohiro Aoyama³. ¹JFE Steel, Chiba, ²JFE Steel, Kawasaki, ³JFE Steel, Fukuyama..........................................................i36

B14-O-01  In-situ and 3-Dimensional Nano-Transmission X-ray Microscopy at NSRRC

Yen-Fang Song and Chun-Chieh Wang. National Synchrotron Radiation Research Center...........................i37

B14-O-02  X-ray Imaging at Taiwan Photon Source

Mau-Tsu Tang. National Synchrotron Radiation Research Center....................................................................i37

B14-O-03  Development of In-situ Sample Cells for Scanning Transmission X-ray Microscopy at UVSOR

Takuii Ohigashi¹, Masanari Nagasaka¹, Toshio Horigome¹, Nobuhiro Kosugi¹, Scott M. Rosendaal² and Adam P. Hitchcock². ¹UVSOR Synchrotron, Institute for Molecular Science, ²Canadian Light Source, ³McMaster University.........................................................................................i38

B14-O-04  X-Ray Microscopy and Microtomography at SPring-8

Akihisa Takeuchi and Kentaro Uesugi. Japan Synchrotron Radiation Research Institute (JASRI) / SPring-8........i38
B14-O-05 Correlative Imaging Analysis of Tardigrada (Water Bears) Under the Active and Dehydrated States By X-ray Micro-Computed Tomography, Electron Microscopy and Confocal Microscopy
Kohei Hatta1, Kyoko Fukuda1, Ayano Nakasone1, Kisa Kakiguchi2, Shigenobu Yonemura2, Kenta Kuwabara1, Kentaro Uesugi1, Akihisa Takeuchi1, Yoshio Suzuki2, Kaoru Nozue1, Kyoko Shibata1, Sakushi Morikawa1, Shin-ichi Okamoto2 and Mari Okubo1. 1Graduate School of Life Science/Department of Science University of Hyogo, 2RikenCLST, JASRI

B2-1: Nano-materials

•B21-O-01 In-situ Electron Microscopy on Nanomechanics of Nanocarbon and Related Materials
Kaori Hirahara. Center for Atomic and Molecular Technologies and Department of Mechanical Engineering, Osaka University

B21-O-02 In situ TEM Observation of Cu-Doped Graphene
Emi Kano1,2, Ayako Hashimoto1,2,3,4 and Masaki Takeguchi1,2,3. 1Graduate School of Pure and Applied Sciences, University of Tsukuba, 2Surface Physics and Structure Unit, National Institute for Materials Science, 3Transmission Electron Microscopy Station, National Institute for Materials Science, 4Global Research Center for Environment and Energy based on Nanomaterials Science, National Institute for Materials Science

B21-O-03 The Identification of Grain Boundaries in Two-Dimensional Graphene Using Moire Pattern Fringe
Jung Hwa Kim1, Kwanpyo Kim2 and Zonghoon Lee1,2. 1School of Materials Science and Engineering, 2Department of Physics, Ulsan National Institute of Science and Technology (UNIST)

B21-O-04 Phase Map of a Single MoS2 Sheet Retrieved by Aberration Corrected Transport of Intensity Equation
Xiaobin Zhang and Yoshifumi Oshima. School of Materials Science, Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology

B21-O-05 Atomic Motion in Monolayer Molybdenum Disulfide Probed by In-situ ADF-STEM
Jinhua Hong1, Yuhao Pan2, Zhixin Hu2, Danhui Lv1, Wei Ji2, Chuanhong Jin1, Jun Yuan1,4 and Ze Zhang1. 1Center of Electron Microscopy, State Key Laboratory of Silicon Materials, School of Materials Science and Engineering, Zhejiang University, 2Beijing Key Laboratory of Optoelectronic Functional Materials & Micro-Nano Devices, Department of Physics, Renmin University of China, 3Department of Physics, University of York

B21-O-06 Structure-Property Analysis of Semiconductor Nanostructures Using Aberration-Corrected STEM
Luying Li. Center for Nanoscale Characterization and Devices, Wuhan National Laboratory for Optoelectronics, Huazhong University of Science and Technology

B21-O-07 Non-Simultaneous Growth and Compositional Discontinuity of Electron Blocking Layer of Core-Shell Type Nano-Rod GaN LED Analyzed by TEM and APT
Woo-Young Jung1, Chang-Min Kwak1, Won-Ho Kim2, Yong-Han Jeon2, Deok-Won Seo2, Eun-Hyung Lee1 and Chan-Gyung Park1,2. 1Department of Material Science and Engineering, Pohang University of Science and Technology (POSTECH), 2National Institute for Nanomaterials Technology (NINT), Pohang University of Science and Technology (POSTECH), 3Advanced Materials & Components Laboratory, R&D Center, LG Innotek

B21-O-08 Synthesis and Characterization of Epitaxial Au/Co Core-Shell Nanoparticles
Kazuhisa Sato1, Yuta Matsushima1 and Toyohiko J. Konno1. 1Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku University, 2Department of Materials Science, Tohoku University

•B21-O-09 Determination of Three-Dimensional Coordinates of Individual Atoms in Nano-Materials by Electron Tomography
Chien-Chun Chen. Department of Physics, National Sun Yat-sen University
B21-O-10 The New High-Resolution Electron Tomography for Nano-Crystal
Liu-Gu Chen1, Angus I. Kirkland2, Dirk Van Dyck3 and Fu-Rong Chen1. 1Department of Engineering and System Science, National Tsing Hua University, 2Department of Materials, University of Oxford, 3Department of Physics, University of Antwerp ......................................................... i44

B21-O-11 Quantitative and Qualitative Study of Halogen and Sodium Doped Silicon by Atom Probe Tomography
N. Mayama1, S. Ishimura1, N. Arai1, T. Sasaki1, Y. Hori2 and H. Uchida2. TEM Analysis Technology Laboratory, Physical Analysis Technology Center, Toshiba Nanoanalysis Corporation, 3Surface Material Analysis Technology Laboratory, Physical Analysis Technology Center, Toshiba Nanoanalysis Corporation ......................................................... i44

B21-O-12 Structure Unit Behavior in Pr-Doped ZnO [0001] Symmetric Tilt Grain Boundaries
Ji-young Roh1, Yukio Sato2 and Yuichi Ikuhara1,3,4. 1The University of Tokyo, 2Kyushu University, 3Japan Fine Ceramics Center, 4Tohoku University ....................................................................................................................................... i45

B21-O-13 Metal Silicide Epilayers Self-Organized at Grain Boundaries in Silicon
Y. Ohno1, K. Inoue1, K. Kutsukake1, M. Deura1, T. Ohsawa1, I. Yonenaga1, H. Yoshida1, S. Takeda1, R. Taniguchi1, H. Otoo1, S. R. Nishitani1, N. Ebisawa1, Y. Shimizu1, H. Takamizawa1, K. Inoue1 and Y. Nagai1. 1Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku University, 2Institute of Scientific and Industrial Research, Osaka University, 3Department of Information, Kwansei Gakuin University, 4The Oarai Center, Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku University ........................................................................................................................................ i45
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Xiaodong Han1 and Ze Zhang1,2. 1Beijing Key Laboratory and Institute of Microstructure and Property of Advanced Materials, Beijing University of Technology, 2Department of Materials Science & Engineering, Zhejiang University ........................................................................................................................................................................................................ i46
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Cheng-Yen Wen1, Chia-Hao Yu1, Tzu-Hsien Shen1, Takashi Nemoto2, Yoshifumi Fujiyoshi2, Mitsutaka Haruta2 and Hiroki Kurata2. 1Department of Materials Science and Engineering, National Taiwan University, 2Institute for Chemical Research, Kyoto University ........................................................................................................................................................................................................ i46
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●B22-O-01 Microstructure and Mechanical Properties of AZ61Mg Alloy Multi-Directionally Forged Using Die Under Decreasing Temperature Conditions
H. Miura and M. Kobayashi. Department of Mechanical Engineering, Toyohashi University of Technology .......... i47
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B22-O-03 Investigation of the Carbides Evolution Under Extended Heat Treatment in Cr-Mo Steels
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